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Even if you’re a long-time subscriber to FARM SHOW and have saved every 
issue, you'll want to have these three books in your FARM SHOW library. Each 
482-page book contains approximately 1,200 of the best stories from past issues 
of FARM SHOW.  Each book is indexed and cross-referenced so it’s easy to fi nd 
individual stories. No more wasting time paging through back issues.  
 Volume I contains the best “made it myself” stories from the years 2000 to 2004. 
Volume II contains the best stories from 2005 to 2009.  And Volume III covers the 
years from 2010 to 2014.  
   You get the full original story on each idea, complete with how-to details and 
photos, plus the inventor’s name, address and phone number. 
 You can get a copy of our latest Volume III Encyclopedia for just $14.95  plus 
$4.95 S&H (just one shipping charge no matter how many books you order).  
Volume II and III are also still available for $14.95 apiece.  Or you can buy all 
three books for just $39.95 plus S&H.
 As one long-time reader told us, it’s the best bargain in farming! You can’t 
go wrong since we guarantee complete satisfaction.  If you’re not happy for any 
reason, we’ll refund your money, no questions asked.  And you don’t even have 
to return the books!
 To order, go to www.farmshow.com or use the order form inserted into this issue.

1,446 Pages Of Great Ideas!

For a limited time you can still buy each volume in 
our series of “Encyclopedia of Made It Myself Ideas” 

for just $14.95 apiece.  Or you can buy all three - 
Volume I, Volume II and Volume III - 

for just $39.95 plus $4.95 S&H. 
Makes a great gift!

Junked Plow Buries Pipe Fast 
Millard Smith wanted to run an underground 
water line from his pond to a garden near 
his home. Because it was 300 ft. in hard, dry 
Texas soil, he built a one-row “plow” to feed 
the 1-in. plastic pipe underground.
 “I used materials available around the farm. 
I had some old points from a box blade and 
made a framework to attach to the 3-point 
hitch. I had old discs to make the reel to hold 
the plastic pipe that fed into a plastic pipe on 
the plow,” Smith explains. 
 He was able to cut a trench and bury the 
pipe in one pass.
 “It sure was handy. This saved me a lot of 
hand digging and covering,” Smith says. “I 
suppose one could bury electric underground 
cable as well.”
 Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Millard 
Smith, 1996 Huling Rd., Sanger, Texas 76266 
(ph 940 458-3502).

One-row “plow” is used to place 1-in. 
plastic water line underground.

Alan Linda 
connected an 
old Black & 

Decker 12-volt 
compressor 
to a pair of 

spot sprayers, 
eliminating the 
need for hand 

pumping.

Pumped-Up Spot Sprayers
“I got tired of hand pumping up spot sprayers 
when treating weeds around the farmyard.  
I was able to eliminate the problem when 
I found an old Black & Decker 12-volt 
compressor and connected it up to a pair 

of sprayers,” says Alan Linda, New York 
Mills, Minn.
 “I discovered that hand-pumped spray 
tanks have ‘skins’ that are thick enough 
to drill and tap to a 1/4-in. pipe thread.  I 

threaded in a barbed adaptor, used some small 
plastic tees, and connected hoses up to both 
spray tanks.  Now I no longer have to pump. 
 “What really makes it convenient is a 
12-volt remote that I bought at Agri-Supply  
(www.agrisupply.com) that lets me start 
and stop the compressor with the push of a 
button.  I pump the sprayers up to about 20 

psi, although they’re rated for 40 psi or more.  
You have to be careful to stay under the rated 
psi. Everything is mounted in the carrier on 
back of my ATV so I can quickly get around 
quickly to kill weeds.”
 Contact:  FARM SHOW Followup, Alan 
Linda, New York Mills, Minn.  (lindy@arvig.
net).

3-Point Mounted Cable Layer
Indiana handyman Don Myers built a 3-point 
hitch attachment for his Deere lawn tractor 
that works slick for installing invisible dog 
fencing.  With a few simple add-ons and take- 
offs, the hitch also works as a subsoiler, a 
chisel plow and a rack to hold tractor weights.
 Myers says he came up with the idea 
because installing invisible fencing with a 
self-propelled spade was diffi cult and time 
consuming.  His invention lets him drive the 
tractor while the shank digs a trench and the 
invisible fence wire is smoothly placed in the 
ground through a curved stainless steel pipe.
 “It works on the same principle as a tiling 
machine installing perforated drainage pipe 
in a farm fi eld,” says Myers. “It doesn’t 
require much power because the cable is only 
going 2 to 3 inches deep in the ground.”
 The foundation for the device is a Cat. I 
3-pt. hitch that mounts on the back of his 
garden tractor. Myers bolted a 24-in. long 
piece of 1 1/2-in. angle iron to each side 
of the hitch frame and extended a 1/2-in. 
stainless rod between the  top of the 2 pieces.  

The rod provides lateral support and holds a 
spool of invisible fence wire. 
 For digging trenches, Myers bolted an 
18- in. long piece of metal bar to the back of 
the 3-pt. hitch frame. It has 3 holes to adjust 
the depth. The 1/2-in. by 2-in. bar is curved 
forward at the base to create a pointed shank 
that automatically pulls itself into the ground 
as the tractor moves forward.
 Myers bolted a curved piece of 1/2-in. 
tubing to the back of the shank to route the 
cable into the ground behind the trench.  “It’s 
simple and effective and works like a charm,” 
says Myers.  “Sure beats the heck out of 
walking behind a self-propelled trencher.”
 Using the device for subsoiling or chisel 
plowing simply requires unbolting the curved 
install tube from the shank, then removing the 
vertical support bars and spool from the hitch 
frame. Removing the shank allows wheel 
weights to hang from the hitch frame if a 
snowblower or other implement is mounted 
to the front of the tractor. Myers can make 
plans available if others are interested in 

building one like it.  He says the device 
should fi t other brand garden tractors with 
3-pt hitches.   

 Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Don 
Myers, 3221 W. 700 S., Berne, Ind. 46711 (ph 
260 589-2080;  Don55myers@gmail.com).  

“It works on the same principle as machines that install drain tile in farm fi elds,” says 
Don Myers about the 3-pt. mounted cable layer he built for his lawn tractor. 


